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ABSTRACT 

This project explores the practice association—a project-driven 

'metapractice' based on transient but renewable alliances 

between specialist architects—as a response to some of the crises 

facing the profession of architecture in the late twentieth centu

ry. The work explores the nature of contemporary attacks on the 

way architecture is typically made, examines possible forms for 

practice associations and their pitfalls and strengths, and finally 

develops a building aimed at supporting this redefinition of nor

mative architectural practice. 
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THE CRISES OF NORMATIVE PRACTICE 

PLATO PROPOSED THAT EVERYTHING IN THE REAL WORLD WAS a n 

imperfect example of a 'form': an ideal whose presence we could 

sense in even a distorted or eroded instance. For example, a cir

cle is only a set of truly equidistant points about a centre when 

viewed from one angle, but we recognize it from most others. A 

Platonic 'form' of practice is put forward by the professional 

associations through handbooks of practice, standard contracts, 

and management seminars. Real practices seldom adhere to these 

recommendations to the letter, but this form remains the ideal 

model that underlies most real instances. The profession of archi

tecture has come under attack in the past few decades, and it is 

my contention that the attack extends beyond any one individ

ual blunder or collection thereof to an attack on this ideal of 

practice. 

The normative architecture firm is a fixed hierarchy: it has 

generalist principals, a tier of project architects who captain a 

given job and marshal the lower, more specialized tiers to per

form parcels of the work. Even though the American Institute of 

Architects' (AIA) Handbook of Practice mentions that there is no 

one 'right' way to structure a practice, there is a tacit assumption 

that this hierarchy of principal and employee will exist in one 

permutation or another, and that as an architect grows more 

senior more of his or her time will be spent in management 

issues. Increased specialization is mentioned as the mark of a 

properly growing firm, but the reference is toward the special

ization of business functions, not architectural abilities 

(Havilland 1987 §1.9:1). This specialization is process-based 

rather than knowledge-based; that is, it exists primarily to real

ize efficiency gains in the division of labour (Cuff 1991, 49). The 

individuals existing within the hierarchy may change, but the 

assembly-line structure itself remains. 

The visibility of this hierarchy is obviously dependent on firm 

size. The AIA divides firms into five sizes, based on the number 

of architects: one, two to four, five to nine, ten to nineteen, and 

more than twenty. The first two categories account for 90.3% of 
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MONEY 

Landscape with Figures, by George Tooker 

(Garver 1985, 38). 

American firms, the third and fourth for 8.6%, and the fifth for 

1.1%. (Havilland 1997, Introduction). This last figure is some

what deceptive, as it groups sorne mid-sized firms in with 

extremely large firms such as Skidmore Owings Merrill or 

Hellmuth Obata Kasselbaum, which are individual entities but 

employ hundreds of architects apiece. So while the majority of 

firms may have less than five employees, a significant proportion 

of architects in practice spend their careers working not direct

ly for clients but for other architects (Cuff 1991, 50). 

The crises of normative practice come from several directions: 

economic, demographic, cultural and societal. Economic woes 

are one of the constant factors in practice, and can only partly be 

attributed to the recession of the early nineties. Recessions, 

being relatively cyclic, can be treated as a fact of practice and 

ignored in the context of the profession's crisis. However, what 

cannot be ignored is the growth in the number of architects in 

practice has greatly exceeded the growth of the population since 

World War II. The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada lacks 

data on this growth, but it is here assumed that Canada's situa

tion is a tenth-scale version of that of the United States. In the 

us, the number of architects grew from 30 000 to 130 000 over 

the period 1960-1990, or by a factor of 4.3. In addition, there 

were twenty-eight accredited American schools of architecture 

in 1945 and ninety-three in 1990 (Sutton 1992, 79). Although the 

construction industry has grown as well, it has been primarily in 

areas other than architectural design, with the result that quali

fied architects are working below their abilities on the work that 

remains (Gutman 1988, 28). Thus, "unemployment and under

employment are hardly surprising" (Rowe 1996, 3), at least in 

normative architectural firms, as new, increasingly educated 

practitioners struggle up through a hierarchy that originally ful

filled the same educational function as architecture schools. 

One result of this swelling of the ranks is a crisis in compen

sation. While it has been suggested that architects are among the 

most respected professionals—or, perhaps more accurately, the 

least loathed (Saint 1996, 12)—this regard does not translate to 

their compensation. The tasks of normative architectural work 

have remained constant or even shrunk, but the level of educa

tion of those who perform it is steadily increasing (Gutman 
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ig88, 28). Given that doctors and architects spend roughly the 

same amount of time to become registered, it is not surprising 

that even the most altruistic practitioners become dissatisfied. 

One collective response on the part of architects is an ever-

increasing output of monographs, lecture series, journals, and 

awards programs: the 'real' currency of architecture is increas

ingly an architect's reputation (Padjen 1996, 30). That is, archi

tects are coming to see the true market for their work as being 

other architects. Obvious questions aside—such as how to pay 

rent with self-fulfillment—one consequence of this emphasis has 

been the increased visibility of architecture's 'star system,' as 

discussed below. 

The role of architects in the building process has been steadi- RESPECT 

ly deteriorating. Architects have voluntarily surrendered some 

responsibilities in the interests of limiting liability, but more 

importantly clients have lost faith in architects' general exper

tise. As a result, they insulate themselves with narrowly-trained 

surrogate 'experts.' Technicians catch technical errors before 

projects get built, project managers supervise the architect dur

ing the design process, and facilities managers ensure that the 

building is considered in time as well as space. The act of build

ing has become considerably more complex. But the normative 

practice model, in which generalist principals are supported by 

lower-wage specialists, discourages architects who wish to make 

partner or reach stardom from pursuing of what other profes

sions would consider an area of expertise, such as cardiology or 

litigation. While defacto specialization exists within normative 

firms, it exists because of division of labour principles, not 

because of painstakingly acquired expertise. 

The profession's failure to convincingly maintain expertise has 

allowed the perception of an architect's duties to erode, leaving 

aesthetic treatment the only (relatively) unchallenged area. This 

erosion leads to the questions of: (a) why hire an architect at all 

when styling is deemed unimportant to the project, or worse, (b) 

why hire an architect for styling when so much prominent archi

tecture is publicly damned as 'ugly?' Professional associations 

have felt it necessary to counter this perception of architects' 

redundancy by advertising architectural services in mass media 

such as billboard advertising or television commercials. These 
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measures have wavered between trying to inform the public of 

the marketing value of aesthetic appeal—tacitly approving of a 

narrow role for architects—and trying to bring to light the full 

range of services that architects have historically offered, such as 

programming and site analysis. The latter approach has been 

ridiculed as being equivalent of a medical association advertising 

that the best reason to see a doctor is that they keep a patient's 

medical records in a single convenient location. Ironically, the 

campaigns frame the value of architectural service as largely 

monetary, when what motivates the profession to try to save 

itself through advertising is not profit maximization, but a vision 

of a better world. Unfortunately, media that carry the call to 

thoughtless consumption so well will not convey the more pow

erful, tragic, condescending and naively noble reasons why so 

many architects persevere. 

In addition to client skepticism, the lay public's confidence 

that architects will act in the public interest has dropped con

siderably, if the proliferation of design review boards and 

increased encumbrance of codes and permit processes is any 

indication. One example of the degree to which architects are 

now scrutinized is a project by a Connecticut architect which 

"required forty-seven separate approvals, including a ruling on 

RESPONSIBILITY bird droppings washed from [it] into the adjoining river." (Dixon 

1996, 23). Most regulatory districts offer similar examples. But it 

is hard to object to this increased scrutiny as unfair, given that 

the most visible architectural disasters of this century—social 

housing projects, new towns and slashing freeways—came 

between 1950 and 1980, when the public did as it was asked and 

gave architects and related experts the benefit of the doubt. 

This loss of faith can also be attributed to the rise of the star 

system, or Benedikt's "World of Architecture," in which many 

members of the profession become celebrities, travelling around 

the world and often purveying only ideas (Benedikt 1999, 1). 

When a built product exists it is in a style that is highly image-

able but technically disastrous (Le Corbusier's plan for 

Chandigarh), condescending (the gilded television antenna on 

Robert Venturis Guild House), or hostile (Peter Eisenman's 

Columbus Convention Centre). In the context of the profession's 

elite, it is difficult to imagine why the same generic professional 
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label is applied to a preservationist, a deconstructivist, a late 

modernist and a self-described 'developer's whore' such as 

Philip Johnson. How confidently we might view medicine if two 

prominent surgeons differed as much in their fundamental views 

as architecture's pop stars (Dixon 1996, 22)? 

With faith went purpose for the profession as a whole—or, 

where it still exists, purpose has fragmented to the point that the 

public is more suspicious than ever. Robert Venturi has written 

that "[t]he architect is essentially a craftsman who can do what 

the society allows him to do. You can't get mad at the architect 

for a social failing." Sutton castigates this shirking of responsi

bility; she refers to other professionals who used their statutory 

privileges to instigate real social change outside their fields, and 

mourns the profession's widespread but brief flirtation with 

environmentalism in the 1970s (Sutton 1993, 76). 

Are architects living up to the responsibilities that come with 

their professional privileges? British architects narrowly avoided 

deregulation in 1993 when faced with the argument that (a) 

architects are the only people involved in building that enjoy 

statutory protection, and (b) it has never been shown that regis

tration ever did anyone—the public or architects—any good 

(Saint 1996, 17). The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) 

countered by emphasizing the crucial role of registered archi

tects in protecting the consumer (Duffy 1993)—a lukewarm eco

nomic argument that proved convincing but is far from inspir

ing. 

One irony in the whole affair is that the RIBA felt that to oppose 

the legislation, it had to hire not professional lawyers but para-

professional lobbyists. Watson mentions a veiled threat used 

during the campaign: "the aim was to drive home the harm that 

would be done to the [Tory] government's already battered 

standing by gratuitously offending yet another professional 

group" (Watson 1993). These tactics raise the question of 

whether the RIBA honestly defended its privileged status in the 

public eye or merely hired better lobbyists. 

Chandigarh (Kostof1995, 7j6), Guild House 

(Kostof 1995, 752), Columbus Convention 

Centre (Robinson 1994). 

"IT IS IN PRECISELY THIS KIND OF UNI

VERSE THAT ARCHITECTS LIKE EISENMAN, 

LIBESKIND, BERNARD TSCHUMI AND 

LEBBEUS WOODS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO 

ACQUIRE THE STATUS OF POP STARS 

WHOSE EVERY UTTERANCE IS AWAITED 

WITH BATED BREATH... STAR ARCHITECTS 

ARE CONSTANTLY 'ON TOUR:' FOR COM

PETITIONS, JURIES, TEACHING POSTS, MAS

TER-CLASSES, INTERVIEWS, CONFERENCES 

AND LECTURES, INTERSPERSED WITH THE 

ODD CONSTRUCTION MEETING." 

—HANS IBELING5 (1998, 26). 
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PRACTICE ASSOCIATIONS 

INSTEAD OF CONTINUING TO DEFEND a model of practice that no 

longer fits its cul tural and economic context , practi t ioners 

should adopt a more d is t r ibuted and collaborative model . 

Architects should consider fragmenting into floating associa

tions of very small firms, l inked by computer-mediated commu

nications tha t drastically increase their capabilities and reduce 

their need to be in the same physical location. Instead of a fixed 

firm hierarchy, practice associations subst i tu te floating hierar

chies that change from project to project. This proposed model 

is by no means an 'easier' one; in fact, it is much more difficult 

because of technical constraints and the need for a shared phi

losophy. But its chief advantage is that the very existence of 

these constraints means that they must be explicitly addressed. 

In that it is a project-driven model, it needs a clear, strong goal. 

Wi thou t some shared goal in the built environment , there can be 

no practice association. But wi thou t such a shared goal, should 

archi tects—whose works may be good or bad but are never 

inconsequent ia l—pract ice at all? 

This model is similar to the one that medicine has adopted in the WHY DO IT? 

twent ie th century, wi th the architectural project s tanding in for 

the patient . Certain architects act as a point of first contact for 

clients; Fisher has suggested that this architect is the equivalent 

of a medical general pract i t ioner (Fisher 1996, 38). This special

ty would for the most part deal wi th issues of prevent ion and 

maintenance. As the need arose, the general architectural pract i

t ioner (GP) could tailor a dis t r ibuted practice to the specific chal

lenges of a project. This shift of focus would address Saint's con

tent ion that " the reality is that most people do not th ink of 

architects or architecture very much, if at al l . . . Architects are, 

from the publ ic point of view, rarified and elusive creatures." 

(Saint 1996, 14). Providing general consul tants for ' checkups ' 

would tack a needed publ ic face onto the profession. 

Because of its decentralized nature , engaging in practice asso

ciation would expand the possible client base from those who 
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need new construction or renovations to all those who own a 

building (Fisher 1996, 39). Practice associations, with their flex

ible overhead costs, can take on work that larger firms would not 

find profitable. This is one strategy for dealing with the dramat

ic swelling of the profession's ranks. As well, adopting a model 

which puts a greater emphasis on the role of architects in main

tenance is an important philosophical shift. It would shift the 

architect's involvement from ending at the substantial comple

tion stage—now it frequently ends even earlier—to continuing 

throughout a building's life. Rather than being primarily 

focused on new construction—the architect as creator—archi

tects would spend more of their time honing their ability to 

judge when, to borrow Robert Hughes's phrase, "mortgaging a 

past for a future" is the right decision. 

Comparisons with other professions can clearly be taken only 

so far, and there are undesirable side effects to the medical 

model, such as the extreme subdivision of knowledge summa

rized in Maslow's dictum about hammer owners seeing only 

nails. Fisher also points out that architects do not have an equiv

alent to the hospital, which was necessary to the development of 

modern delivery of medicine (Fisher 1993, 77). Illich broadly 

criticizes iatrogenic disease and the "medicalization of life." He 

points out that the meaning of the term 'health' has been appro

priated such that birth and death, for example, are treated as 

pathological conditions. The results of such all-encompassing 

'care' often violate the first-do-no-harm foundation of medicine; 

thalidomide stands as an example. Illich sees medical harm as the 

inevitable result of a too-successful institution that must now 

quietly create its own problems to solve (Illich 1976, 9). This 

view, though paranoid in attributing human motives to a collec

tive inertia, is important to consider in its view that a 'success

ful,' ie. a powerful, profession holds the ability to do as much 

unwitting harm as good. That this is true in the building indus

try is clear from the example of how the initially laudable goal of 

reducing energy waste in buildings has contributed to the tek-

togenic (architect-created) syndrome of sick buildings (Day 

1990, 36)-

Architects in a practice association model—while not immune 

to this problem—hold a greater capacity to learn from their mis-
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takes, and the mistakes of others, by their proximity to clients. 

Architects in larger firms must generally defend their deci

sions—whether right or wrong—for the fiduciary sake of the 

firm as a whole. The ability to temporarily absorb a specialist 

who carries her own overhead like a consultant but communi

cates informally like an employee would also give a practice asso

ciation less incentive to cover over knowledge gaps for bud

getary reasons. Finally, in reducing the 'grain' of practice—the 

scale of project typically undertaken—associations could not 

develop the momentum that lllich criticizes in the institution of 

medicine. That is, mistakes will still be made but the opportuni

ty to make extremely large ones is reduced. A practice associa

tion, whose members are free to go their separate ways, does not 

require the same throughput as a traditional big practice. Larger 

normative firms crave large projects to maintain themselves, 

much as lllich perceives medical institutions, beyond a certain 

scale, to be self-justifying and counterproductive. 

Medical practice offers some cautionary notes with respect to 

the fragmentation of decision-making as well. The practice asso

ciation that arises around a patient is not a completely flat struc

ture, but features one doctor—the attending physician in a hos

pital, or the general practitioner outside—who takes ultimate 

responsibility for the patient's care. Other members of the asso

ciation make recommendations to her and the patient. 

Communication is one difficulty with this structure; for instance, 

a consulting physician may consult another without informing 

the GP. The responsible doctor must also have enough general 

knowledge of her patient to know the life behind the disease, 

and enough specialized knowledge to be useful in the resulting 

practice association. If that doctor is unavailable (for example, 

outside of working hours) the association quickly breaks down 

as another, such as an after-hours clinic doctor, temporarily 

takes her place (Carroll 1999). In theory, medical practice has a 

unified decision-making structure, but in reality it imposes a 

burden on GPS that few are prepared to bear. A common ques

tion asked of a doctor is whether or not she is a 'specialist.' 

General practice is not considered a specialty even though a fam

ily doctor's role is no less challenging than advanced surgery in 

this definition, and bears a greater responsibility. A manifesta-
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tion of this burden is the nearly extinct home visit. The contin

ued practice of home visits by British GPs is cited as one of the 

reasons the whole profession is more favourably viewed there 

than in North America (Horrobin 1978, 130). 

Returning to architectural practice associations, it is important 

not to confuse the architectural generalists mentioned in the 

context of normative firms with an architectural general practi

tioner. Architectural general practice is a specialty, and perhaps 

deserves a less vague term such as 'community architect' or 

'public architect.' Practice associations are not completely hier

archy-less in response to the hierarchies of normative practice; 

they are simply flatter and shift about more frequently. An archi

tectural GP would be a likely but not definite choice to fulfill the 

role of "attending physician;" unlike normative principals they 

are equally likely to be a consultant within another association. 

They would not be the leader, per se. Their unique skill—the 

one that would define GPs as a subgroup—would be an ability to 

stave off the fragmentation of decision-making seen in medicine. 

HOW IT MIGHT WORK Any firm—normative or otherwise—is held together through 

communication and common purpose. In the normative firm, 

however, the convenience and camaraderie that comes from 

proximity can obscure this fact. In the practice association, 

which lacks day-to-day contact, addressing these issues is criti

cal. The issue of communication becomes an important techno

logical question as well. What follows is a look at how two of 

these metafirms hold together across time and distance, and from 

that some general concerns are drawn. 

Acanthus Acanthus Associated Architectural Practices is a twelve-year-old 

practice association of about 100 architects and as many staff 

spread throughout the United Kingdom. In 1986, the traditional 

firm Ferguson Mann of Bristol thought about opening a branch 

office in London. The principal's feeling was that a branch office 

of any competence is essentially a separate practice. So, coming 

from the other direction, the established firms of Ferguson 

Mann, Lawrence & Wrightson of London, and Simpson & Brown 

of Edinburgh formed a permanent association to share work and 

information, based on the common conviction that architecture 
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should be practiced locally, and a common distaste for fee com

petition. The association grew quickly to fourteen firms, which 

each contribute i % of their net fees as dues to the association. 

Acanthus is treated legally and financially as a vendor company 

to its members, with each member practice contributing one 

director to the joint company (Vickers 1993). The main benefit of 

the association is cited as the sharing of expertise and resources, 

allowing a commissioned firm to adapt to the project at hand on 

an ad hoc basis by engaging other member firms as subcontrac

tors. In Acanthus' case, the unifying belief in regionalism has 

led to questions of whether it is simply an association of conser

vation specialists or if the purpose of the network is for other 

member firms to round out each others abilities. 

Hedge Design Collective is a three-year-old venture of eighteen Hedge 

recent graduates—seven women and eleven men—of the 

Southern California Institute of Architecture. These graduates 

took advantage of the rapport built up in their years at school to 

create an instant practice in Culver City. They hoped to share 

opportunities for learning to make architecture, rather than the 

"performing [of] one task over and over with few opportunities 

to learn about the building process" that they saw a typical 

internship to be (Lamprecht 1996, 67). Hedge takes the work its 

members find, ranging from residences and restaurants to graph

ic, furniture and clothing design. The member who brings in the 

work is the job captain, and subcontracts the other members to 

smooth out knowledge gaps or deadline problems. Monday 

evening meetings are mandatory for all members. Otherwise, the 

members of the group are free to work their own schedules; some 

have kept day jobs in normative practices so that they can regis

ter and make Hedge a practice in which interns can train. 

Ferguson states as the association has evolved, it has become, 

like Acanthus, a support 'subcontractor' to a half-dozen very 

small practices. Occasionally, the small practices meld into a sin

gle entity capable of handling larger commercial and residential 

projects. Hedge is not as explicitly oriented towards communica

tion technologies as Acanthus, mostly because its members are 

'co-located' in place (if not in time). Instead it stands as an exam

ple of how a flexible association of defacto sole practitioners can 
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take the place of a similarly-sized traditional firm: Ferguson esti

mates that the six architectural full-time members did USS2.5M 

worth of construction in 1998, in addition to several landscape, 

interior and industrial design projects (Ferguson 1999, 

Lamprecht 1996). Hedge is a working example of the principle of 

maintaining a floating hierarchy: while it is possible to assign 

traditional architectural job titles to the various participants of 

one project, these labels change frequently. 

ON HIGH TECHNOLOGY Since much of the power of distributing practice would come 

from maintaining the broadest possible field of collaborators, it 

is important that a distributed practice function without regard 

for the physical location of its members. Exploiting computer-

mediated communications is essential in providing this indepen

dence from "accidents of proximity" in choosing one's collabo

rators (Rheingold 1993, 24). Computer literacy has come to be 

viewed as an essential skill in the context of normative practice 

because of the increased efficiency available with CAD. But in the 

context of practice associations, computer use is essential 

because it is a basic communication medium, not because it auto

mates certain mechanical aspects of practice. Further, Benedikt 

notes that CAD is destructive to design in its typical application 

of multiplying production output. The technology does not 

reclaim time in the budget for design, as is typically argued; 

instead, the whole budget simply shrinks by the amount that 

CAD use has saved (Benedikt 1999, 6). Mitchell summarizes this 

problem in his appeal for an expanded paradigm for CAD, in 

which design is not treated as a technical process, but a social 

one (1995, 54). The distinction amounts to treating computers as 

a fundamentally different medium, not as one on which one can 

draw like on a board but better, or build models like in a shop 

but faster. Simulating old media in a new one is a normal first 

step—like showing radio personalities talking on early televi

sion—but the success of practice associations will rely on 

exploiting the unique properties of one particular set of media: 

the Internet. 

The most basic technical description of this medium is that it 

is simply a series of standards that allow computers to commu

nicate with one another regardless of their underlying hardware. 
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The equipment itself is relatively dull. The critical component 

that is obvious enough that it is not generally described as part 

of the system is the several (estimates vary) million humans who 

harness it to communicate. The more useful conception of the 

Internet is not simply as millions of connected computers but as 

a symbiote: one side digital and the other 'wetware.' The human 

side layers applications such as e-mail, bulletin boards, chat-

rooms and the world wide web on top of the basic structure. 

Being able to cheaply and easily communicate with people who 

are not physically or temporally present has provided much of 

the impetus for the Internet's staggering growth (Rheingold 

1993- 13)-

'Groupware' is a class of these layered applications designed 

specifically to augment a person's ability to collaborate with oth

ers who are not in the same place or time or both. The challenge 

in creating groupware is to isolate and then reproduce various 

effects that are taken for granted in face-to-face contact. For 

example, when two people are in the same physical space they 

can determine where someone else is glancing, or they can main

tain a shared space that contains all the materials the group is 

working on (Greenberg 1998). Wojtowicz points to a necessary 

distinction between two types of simultaneity in group interac

tion: space and time (1995, 42). Applications such as e-mail help 

asynchronous, distributed groups, while face-to-face groups can 

generally function quite well without groupware. The most 

difficult class of application to make—and one of the more use

ful in the context of design meetings—is that which assists spa

tially-distributed groups in simultaneous time. 

The ability to initiate informal contact is one of the more prob

lematic abilities to simulate through groupware, but particularly 

in creative fields it is viewed as the most essential ability for a 

group to have. Sproull and Kiesler posit a relationship between 

intense informal communication and creativity (1991, 132). 

Architects have intuitively accepted this notion, given the typi

cal open-plan atelier layout of most offices. So, an approach to 

addressing the informal communication needs of the distributed 

firm is to create a single place—a distributed atelier—out of the 

designers' disparate spaces. A conceptually simple approach to 

providing this ability is to create a "media space," which is logis-
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tically little more than a permanently open videoconference 

between two locations (Olson 1991, 83). Despite the crudity of 

the approach relative to concepts such as virtual reality, partici

pants in Harrison's experiments started treating the two physical 

locations as one 'place/ and acting as though the people on the 

screen were physically present (Harrison 1996, 3). The success of 

the system comes from the concept that there is no difference in 

informational value between transmitting 'dead air' (which is 

full of important bodily cues) and transmitting conversation. 

Whatever technologies are emplo\red in sustaining the distrib

uted practice, an important principle is to stay some distance 

back from the cutting edge of technology, if one's goal is to prac

tice architecture rather than spend time as a digital toolsmith. 

While Gibson's visions of virtual reality, found in such propos

als as "corporate virtual workplaces," are fashionable ideas 

(Gibson 1993; Pruitt 1991), becoming bound to rigid media that 

inhibit the free flow of ideas is a likely pitfall for practice associ

ations. Harrison compares an elaborate media space experiment 

to a simpler one, concluding that the more sophisticated one was 

actually less successful, because the users were afraid to adjust 

the system to their needs and so failed to absorb it into their 

work (Harrison 1996, 5). A striking demonstration of how users 

can appropriate a simpler system is shown in "The Office Design 

Project," when one frustrated architect quickly adjusts the 

media space equipment to accommodate overlay drawing 

(Harrison 1986). The technique is a common one among archi

tects for testing and refining a design, but no explicit provision 

had been made for it by the system's designers. In the simpler 

system, this oversight simply did not matter. 

Any technology adopted for practice associations must be 

examined for its effect on the ultimate product, namely the built 

environment. As studies of the medium of drawing have shown 

(Robbins 1996, Evans 1997) and media in general (McLuhan 

1963, Levinson 1998), in regarding any such medium as just a 

tool, one does not see its fundamental effects, its tendency to 

make everything look like a nail. In the case of drawing we 

accept that certain conceptual attitudes accompany the elevation 

versus the perspective projection, but even more fundamentally 

the primacy of drawing in architectural communication affects 
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an architect's ability to discuss topics that are difficult to draw, 

such as issues of cost or social power (Robbins 1996, 49). These 

examinations highlight the need for architects to become fluent 

in other communication media. The more successful practice 

associations, because they are of necessity more intimately 

involved in newer media than normative practices, will serious

ly consider what can and cannot be easily said in the media of 

the Internet. 

Effective use of computer-based media is a necessary but not ON COMMON PURPOSE 

sufficient condition for the success of contemporary practice 

associations. Applegath points out that the most critical factor in 

the success of his association was not technology, but that the 

participants 

"always had a clear idea of why [they] were doing a par

ticular project, and how [they] should accomplish it. 

The 'why', a question of mission, took the form of a 

search for thoughtful and meaningful design, carefully 

thought out and skillfully executed" (Applegath 

1996, 252). 

The autonomy of each participant requires that they deliberate

ly choose to participate in a project, rather than (as in normative 

practice) being assigned to a commission by the firm's manage

ment. Applegath's teams chose to rally around the mission of 

good design. In the hybrid firm Acanthus, that mission has been 

further refined so that its members unify around conservation 

and green building practices. In Hedge, the common purpose of 

the group was supplemented with the explicit goal of using the 

energy and constant variety of a school setting—particularly its 

almost constant peer review—in a real practice. 
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A PRACTICE COOPERATIVE 

I PROPOSE TO DESIGN A FACILITY THAT SUPPORTS ARCHITECTS a n d 

their collaborators who choose to work in practice associations. 

With an eye towards the observation of Fisher, it can be consid

ered the architectural analogue of a hospital: a place where 

in(ter)dependent practitioners can gather and pool resources, a 

point of first contact for the public and for new or visiting col

leagues, a temporary office for travelling practitioners, and a 

node in a larger network of similar buildings. 

The task will be to lay out an architectural agar that can sup

port but does not force practice associations, and that addresses 

the boundary between its component built and digital spaces. 

This facility is conceived of as a programmatic prototype, 

designed not simply with a relationship to its specific site and its 

local users, but with a relationship to similar facilities in other 

cities. 

The site is the southwest corner of 8 Street and 10 Avenue SW in SITE 

Calgary, on a parcel of land currently occupied by a large repro

graphic business. The site is within the interstitial Beltline area: 

a zone of fragmentary development cut off from the downtown 

core by the Canadian Pacific railway lines between 9 and 10 

Avenues S. 8 Street w is one of the access roads under the tracks, 

the nearest others being at 5 Street and 10 Street W. 10 Avenue s 

is relatively homogeneous: it is a street of office buildings—both 

urban mid-rise and business-park style—retail frontages, and 

parking lots from 1 Street E to 14 St W. 8 Street S is more diverse, 

changing from high-rise office and apartment blocks north of the 

railway to streetfront retail, raid-sized office buildings and a mix 

of housing types as it passes 12 Avenue s. The site's immediate 

neighbours on the corner are a seven-storey office building, a 

big-box camping store, and a small multiple-retail building. The 

rest of the block on both sides of 10 Avenue is made up of park

ing lots. 

The site was chosen partly for its proximity to downtown and 

to Calgary's 'Architect's Rows" in downtown, on n Avenue S 
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and 17 Avenue s, as the facility is intended as a resource for 

Calgary's architectural community and not simply those who 

choose to work in the building. The site is also a marvellous spot 

to devote to alternative practices, being immediately north of the 

offices of Cohos Evamy, one of the largest traditional firms in 

Alberta. Access to the light-rail transit at 8 Street and 7 Avenue 

sw is another benefit. This site also houses a major architectural 

service that is part of the programme of the new building, name

ly reprographics. Given the choice of creating another new 

reprographic business in the area or expanding the building of 

an existing one, proposing a major expansion seemed more real

istic and more challenging. 

The site itself is 68m along 10 Avenue and 39m along 8 Street. 

The existing building is only two storeys, and has been built in 

stages since the 1950s. The oldest section—an art gallery and 

later a printing plant—was built across the length of the site at 

the back. Another section was added in the sixties at the west 

end of the site, and the current entrance was built in 1980. The 

8 Street retail end was opened in its current form in 1991. 

PROGRAMME As the proposed facility is aimed at providing a point of first 

contact for architects and those they serve, the programme is an 

overlapping and blurring of the needs of those two groups. The 

opportunity exists to make the amenities required by individual 

practices into resources to be used by the public, whether they 

engage an architect or not. For example, the reference library 

maintained by most practices will take the form of an architec

tural library-cww-bookstore. The samples area—usually a back 

closet—will be brought forward as a place for waiting clients or 

do-it-yourselfers to browse through and even purchase materi

als. The gallery and auditorium—usually used to present fin

ished products to an architectural audience—will be also be 

used for public presentations on designs in progress and on 

building techniques. The programme enlarges and publicizes the 

interesting, messy and generally hidden elements of a tradition

al office, in the service of making the facility more than simply a 

place to work for the few dozen architects who rent an office. 
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PRACTICE-ORIENTED PROGRAM PUBLIC-RELATED PROGRAM 

30-40 offices [20m2] 
6-8 formal project rooms [m2] 

auditorium [100 seats] 
model + prototyping shop [m2] 

building diagnostic lab [m2] 
reference library 

samples room 
reprographics room 

art + computer supply 
informal meeting areas 

3-4 tech support offices [m2] 
concierge + reception [m2] reception + information 

mailroom 
storage 

WCs + showers 
bike + car parking (1/office) 

auditorium + gallery 

architectural retail (building 
materials store(s), bookstore, art 
+ computer supply reprograph
ics shop) 
cafe 

WCs 
bike -I- car parking 

The metaphor that informs the design is that of a blind date. As 

computer-mediated communications proliferate, it becomes less 

odd to collaborate with people one has never met. Yet knowing 

what the person at the other end of the phone or e-mail link 

looks like is still considered important. Somehow, being able to 

correctly picture a real person facilitates distant collaboration, as 

the head-and-shoulder shots on most personal web pages or the 

eagerness that most sales representatives have to meet face-to-

face suggest. The metaphor of a blind date is used because the 

reactions involved in that social situation are deeply human and 

visceral—a sharp counterpoint to the widely decried deadening 

that comes of telecommunications. The last few seconds before 

the date proper begins is when one wonders what the other 

looks like and whether that might be her over there, building up 

an imaginary history and future and having one's instantly con

structed (but no less real) hopes dashed as she walks past, wait

ing, becoming edgy, and then being disoriented at how little the 

real person corresponds to the one in the imagination. As the 

building is meant to be a place where distant collaborators and 

clients and architects converge, this experience—though usual

ly without the romantic undertones—will be a frequent one. 

DESIGN 

Voices I by George Tooker (Garver 1985, 68). 
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The building is organized to veil and progressively reveal 

these preliminary views, to allow one to speculate and try to rec

oncile the experience of already knowing a person one has never 

seen. It is organized around a central open spine—half indoors 

and half out—with the rentable offices, workshops and labs fac

ing the public areas and the (newly public) architectural ameni

ties across it. The spine is terminated at the west by the audito

rium on the main floor and the meeting rooms above, so that the 

spine can serve simultaneously as a patio, an entry foyer, an atri

um, a lobby for the auditorium, a second frontage for the ground 

floor shops, and an all-seasons street into which the cafe can 

spill. Circulation in the building is generally organized around 

and across this spine. 

The rentable offices represent an overlapping of an open-plan 

cubicle landscape and the single-loaded corridor of individual 

office boxes—effectively a grid of moveable walls turned on its 

side and supplied with sliding doors. Reintroducing the single-

loaded corridor creates privacy architecturally, instead of rely

ing on the socially-constructed privacy necessary in a cubicle 

plan. That is, one can signal availability by the door's position 

rather than by attempting to look busy. The moveable walls— 

made of several im wide, floor-to-ceiling panels—allow larger 

studios to be composed by removing some or all of the panels as 

necessary. While each unit has the same size and orientation, 

variation is provided by various tradeoffs. The eastern half of 

the second and third floors, and all of the fourth, meet the out

door part of the spine; as a consequence these zones are shield

ed from this axis by a translucent curtain wall. Visual and 

acoustic privacy is increased at the expense of distance from the 

core of the building's activity. These areas, positioned in view of 

the main multiuse space but veiled with frosted glass, reinforce 

the anticipatory tension across the central spine. 

The service spaces—wcs, showers, loading bay, parking 

entrance, elevator, HVAC, communication closets, and a cabling 

riser—are contained within a large masonry tower that forms the 

southwest corner of the spine. A smaller service tower at the 

building entrance holds offices for the building support staff: 

reception and the concierge at the ground floor, computer sup-
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port above. These units compositionally anchor the facility, and 

support it conceptually. 

The service towers have another, more important function: 

they literally support the building's major gesture towards mak

ing visible and architectural one form of the telematic communi

cation that makes this transformation of practice possible. On 

the inside surfaces, visible throughout the layered interior part 

of the spine, are two 'video windows': simultaneous full-scale 

video recorders and projectors. These perpetually-open conduits 

layer a media space into the spine. In directly opposing one 

another, they allow a longer, multiple-location place to exist, 

much as a long space 'exists' behind two mirrors on opposite 

walls. The media space makes this building part of a larger net

work of such buildings—today the east end is a porthole into 

Winnipeg and the west to Edmonton, with Toronto and 

Vancouver just visible in the distance. This telematic field is 

positioned in the building to provide opportunities for crossing 

it in the course of moving within the building, and so reintro

duces the prospect of "bumping into" a colleague in the digital 

hall. These particular video windows are derived from a proto

type device called a ClearBoard; they are made more useful to 

architects by introducing the concept of digital 'ink': one can 

sketch on the window as though it were a piece of glass 

(Ishii 1992). Architectural discussions are generally talking and 

sketching in equal measure; providing for this way of working 

in a highly intuitive and readily available manner is one of the 

best ways the facility could support distributed practice associ

ations. In a more general sense, the media field is a highly visi

ble example of a way to use technology not to do current tasks 

more quickly, but to create entirely unprecedented capabilities. 

ClearBoard in use (Greenberg 1998). 

Having resolved one solution to the design problem laid out in 

this section, it is important to revisit it, determine where its 

flaws lie, work backward to determine what problems the design 

does solve, and find areas for further investigation. 

The least successful aspect of the design is the media field. Its 

placement makes anything more than fleeting contact difficult: 

people cross it rather than being held in it, and its location in the 

hallway makes lengthy conversation uncomfortable. However, it 

POSTMORTEM 
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can he argued that the idea of a field—as generated by two video 

walls in spatial opposition—is not necessary to this building. As 

a spatial idea, it is a too-literal representation of continuity 

across distance. Another issue arising from the field is in the idea 

of its public character: its success as a means of extending pub

lic space depends on how the other end is chosen. To grant any 

authority to 'change the channel' risks turning an ostensibly 

public media space into an owned pseudo-public space, like 

those found in malls. 

The integration of a ubiquitous medium that is everpresent 

rather than explictly activated (like a telephone) continues to be 

important, though, assuming that the building is part of a larg

er network of specialists. Without it, and the ability it would 

provide to integrate distant members into a quickly evolving 

design team, the building would only support specialization for 

efficiency instead of efficacy. That is, specialization of pieces of 

the normative process would occur to create an assembly line, 

instead of specialization to allow a practitioner to delve deeply 

into a specific knowledge area. The 'farming out' of working 

drawings to low-wage countries such as Malaysia or Taiwan is an 

example of the negative, efficiency-based specialization that is 

already underway. So, an architectural examination of the way 

we communicate with digital bits—the way we access a net

work, the information we choose to transmit, and so on—is cru

cial. It has been argued that we currently inhabit two equally 

real worlds—one media and one matter—and that each world 

destroys the other in our perception (Perrella 1999). The intent— 

admittedly unfulfilled—of the media field was to use spatial 

ideas to reconcile the two. The problem is an important one that 

cannot be solved simply by mimicking a window. 

Whether or not this design would serve well as a program

matic prototype is more difficult to judge than its success as a 

single office building. As a lone office building that aims to 

demystify the practice of architecture, the design is successful. 

Nor is it overdetermined: it could serve a population of nonar-

chitectural small consultancies equally effectively, because it 

creates nonhierarchical office space without relying on bland-

ness to do so. But without a better resolution of the digital 

boundary, the building is better served by the metaphor of a 
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medical clinic—a small-scope neighbourhood resource—than a 

hospital, whose heavy infrastructure costs are partially justified 

by the advanced research that takes place in it. The current 

design touches on this distinction in that it has a large area 

devoted to workshop space, but it would benefit from a more 

thorough study of how a single hospital building supports the 

advancement of all medicine. For example, the notion of an 

architectural 'emergency room' would be an interesting addition 

to the programme, as would making provision for the architec

tural equivalent of resident physicians. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

ONE UNDERLYING AGENDA TO THIS PROJECT WAS TO FIND an opti

mistic view of the fragmentation that is obviously unde r way as 

we delegate parts of ourselves to our technology. This effect is 

generally discussed as t hough it were a new problem, instead of 

considering our technologies—star t ing wi th language—as a 

fundamenta l ingredient of our humani ty . The quest ion of 

whe the r or not we could choose to give up computer-mediated 

communicat ion is moot; McLuhan has pointed out that once we 

invent an extension of our senses (that is, a 'medium') , we can

not not use it any more than we can we can consciously stop 

using the sense it extends (1963, 179). 

Whi le it would be foolhardy to claim that any technological or 

organizational change could completely solve the very h u m a n 

difficulties architects have gotten into of late—difficulties of 

t rust , of purpose , of competency and responsibi l i ty—this essay 

lays out the case that a d is t r ibuted practice of architecture is a 

superior model because it must come to terms wi th these 

difficulties before it can form. The result is tha t d is t r ibuted firms 

will p roduce more responsive, competent archi tecture—archi

tecture that "bears the seeds of its own comple t ion"—or they 

will p roduce noth ing at all. 

Having started as a parallel explorat ion of innovative practice 

and the role of technology wi th in it, this project has from sever

al directions come to the general problem of the scale of a human 

relative to the enterprises we under take , be they the construc

t ion of a building, a city, or an organization. In the late twent i 

eth cen tury we have, like a centrifuge, separated our activities 

into extremely big and extremely small, wi th very little left in 

the middle. The United Nations and t rading blocs like the 

European Union or NAFTA cont inue to get larger as the compo

nen t states fragment and become more numerous. Desktop pub 

lishing and the web exist as ub iqu i tous self-publishing tools 

while mid-sized publ ishing houses get purchased and assimilat

ed into larger ones. Cities cont inue to grow so that everyone can 

have their own personal bit of identical space. Mid-sized 
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Internet service providers such as CompuServe or Prodigy have 

either died out or been swallowed, leaving only small local com

panies or giants like America Online. Negroponte contends that 

in this environment any structure too big to be local but too 

small to be global is doomed (Negroponte 1997, 229). 

There is little to suggest that this trend will not apply equally 

to architectural practice; in fact, 'global' styles such as super-

modernism or New Minimalism are rapidly spreading among the 

cognoscenti, while the rest of the built environment suffers from 

a Big Crunch in which every cultural phase can and does coex

ist in the same time and space. The fundamental aim of this 

design project has been to suggest a possible foil to architectur

al 'bigness:' a different practice model in which transformation 

and time are as important as creation and space. In this view, the 

products of what have become forces as implacable as nature— 

eg. developers, home builders, banks, and the infectious ideas of 

the profession's pop stars—are not paint but primer. The impli

cation is that there are few buildings that are architecturally 

irredeemable, provided some effort is expended in their redemp

tion. Architectural meaning comes from the interactions of an 

environment with the people it serves and shapes over time, not 

simply from 'good' design at the outset. This attitude is key to 

the continued survival of the profession. • 
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"WHAT RELEVANCE DOES AN ARCHITECTURE OF PERMANENCE HAVE IN AN 

ESSENTIALLY TRANSIENT SOCIETY, AN ARCHITECTURE OF TIMELESSNESS IN 

A SOCIETY THAT VALUES ECONOMIC SHORT-TERM GAIN ABOVE ALL ELSE, 

AN ARCHITECTURE OF IDENTITY IN AN ERA OF INSTANT GLOBAL COMMU

NICATION, OR AN ARCHITECTURE OF SPIRITUALITY IN A SOCIETY THAT 

DEFINES RESPONSIBILITY AS NOTHING MORE THAN WORK COMPLETED ON 

TIME AND ON BUDGET? WHAT IS THE RELEVANCE OF CRAFT IN A WORLD 

THAT CONSIDERS TIME-CONSUMING CARE A LUXURY AND HASTE A 

VIRTUE?... ALTHOUGH ARCHITECTS ONLY DESIGN TEN PERCENT OF BUILT 

STRUCTURES, MONEYLENDERS MAKE THE MAJOR DESIGN DECISIONS, AND 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS NOW ADMINISTRATE CONSTRUCTION, THE 

STATE OF THE BUILT LANDSCAPE IS STILL CONSIDERED TO BE OUR FAULT. 

(THE FACT THAT WE ARE STILL BLAMED FOR ALL OF THIS IS ENCOURAG

ING—IT IMPLIES THAT SOCIETY STILL HAS A CERTAIN ASPIRATION FOR US). 

—ROB WELLINGTON QUIGLEY (1996, 171-173). 
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